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2 INTRODUCTION


This Manual (DM1172) contains general maintenance and servicing procedures for aircraft tyres
manufactured by Dunlop Aircraft Tyres Limited (DATL) and provides generic information for
ALL tyres.



All Dunlop aircraft tyres are designed to meet all relevant standards such as the OEM Airframe
Manufacturer specification, TSO C-62 and, where applicable, the relevant Military Specification.



Dunlop holds approvals for Part 21 G (Production), Part 145 (Retreads), Part 21O (Product design
TSO) and uniquely amongst tyre manufacturers Part 21J to allow installation of Tyres and Tubes
under the STC process.



Dunlop uses the latest CAD and FEA in the design and qualification of all products and has its
own in house laboratory for the testing and development of materials and compounds.

3 APPLICABILITY:


The information contained is applicable to Bias (cross-ply) tyres and Radial-ply tyres, which can
be:



Tubeless



Tubed



The procedures in this manual are generic to aircraft tyres; based on Dunlop's many years of
experience with aircraft tyres, the guidance is intended to ensure the tyre is maintained and
operated in such a way as to obtain the optimum performance from the installed tyres

4 CONTACT DETAILS
If you require information about publications, spares and support engineering, refer to:
Dunlop Aircraft Tyres Limited
40 Fort Parkway
Erdington
Birmingham B24 9HL
England
Telephone: 44(0) 121 384 8800
Facsimile: 44(0) 121 377 7150
e-mail: enquiries@dunlopatl.co.uk
Web: www.dunloparcrafttyres.com
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5 GLOSSARY
Apex Strip
The apex strip is a wedge-shaped piece of rubber attached to the top of the bead bundle.
Bead Heel
The bead heel is the outermost edge of the bead that sits against the wheel flanges.
Bead Toe
The bead toe is the innermost bead edge that sits to the wheel/tire centre.
Breakers
Breakers are plies of rubber-coated fabric installed under the buff line cushion to protect casing
plies, increase strength, and stabilise the tread area. They are an integral part of the tyres casing
construction.
Buff Line
The buff line area is made of a rubber compound to improve the adhesion between the tread
Cushion reinforcing ply and the top breaker/ casing ply. This layer of rubber is of sufficient
thickness to enable the removal of the used tread if the tire is retreaded.
Casing Plies
Plies are layers of rubber-coated fabric (running at angles to one another) that contribute to the
strength of the tyre.
Chafer
A chafer is a protective layer of rubber and/or fabric located between the casing plies and wheel to
minimise chafing. A chafer ply is not a structural part of a tyre and, in some installations, will act
as a sacrificial surface.
Chines
Chines are circumferential protrusions integrally moulded into the sidewall of some nose tyres;
their purpose is to deflect water away from the aircraft to reduce excess water ingestion into the
engines. Tires may have chines on one or both sides.
Grooves
Circumferential channels between the tread ribs.
Liner
In tubeless tires, this inner layer acts as an integral tube to minimise gas from diffusing into the
casing plies. For tube-type tires, the liner helps prevent chafing against the inside ply.
Ply Turn-up’s
Casing plies are anchored by wrapping them around the wire beads, and this forms the ply turnups.
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Sidewall
The sidewall is a protective layer of flexible rubber encasing the outer casing ply, extending from
tread edge to bead area.
Tread
The tread is the outer sacrificial layer of rubber which acts as the interface between the tire and the
operating surface.
Tread
Tread reinforcing plies are one or multiple layers of fabric that strengthens and gives stability to
the tread area
Tubes
A flexible inflatable rubber ring that is fitted inside a tyre to hold pressure.
Wire Beads
The beads are hoops of high tensile strength steel wire that anchor casing plies and provide a
stable mounting interface to the wheel.
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6 ABBREVIATIONS
ACMM Abbreviated Component Maintenance Manual
AEA

Association of European Airlines

AMM

Aircraft Maintenance Manual

CMM

Component Maintenance Manual

DATL Dunlop Aircraft Tyres Limited
EASA European Aviation Safety Agency
ETSO

European Technical Standard Order

FAA

Federal Aviation Agency

ITF

Inter-Tread Fabric

lbs

Pounds

LR

Load Rating

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
NSN

NATO Stock Number

Mph

Miles Per Hour

PR

Ply Rating

RTO

Rejected Take-Off

S/N

Serial Number

TO

Technical Order

TSO

Technical Standard Order
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7 GENERAL TYRE INFORMATION
7.1 Tyre Marking
Fig. 1 shows an example of the tyre markings moulded into the rubber of a Dunlop aircraft tyre.
The markings can include:


The tyre size.



The speed rating.



The Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) /European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) specification.



The serial number.



An Association of European Airlines (AEA) code.



A Dunlop part number.



Special markings for military tyres.



Vent hole markings.



Balance point markings.



Retread markings.

7.2 Tyre Size
The tyre size can be shown on the tyre as follows (Fig 2):


A only, for example, 44", or



B-C only, for example, 8.50–10, or



AxB only, for example, 49X17, or



AxB-C, for example, 49x19.0-20, or



AxBRC, for example, 46x17R20 for radial-ply tyres.
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Examples of Tyre Markings
Figure 1
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A tyre size could have a prefix H (for example, H44.5x16.5-21). The H indicates that the wheel
rim, on which the tyre is to be installed, must have a specified width between the flanges (in a
range of 0.60 to 0.70 x the nominal width of the tyre.



Dimensions A, B and C can be inches or millimetres. For example, for a tyre size specified as
750x230-15, dimension A = 750 mm, dimension B = 230 mm and dimension C = 15 in.
B
B

C
A

Figure 2
Dimensions Used for Tyre Size Specification
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7.3 Speed Rating


The speed rating of a tyre (for example, 225 mph) is its maximum rated ground speed.

7.4 Ply Rating and Load Rating


The Ply Rating (PR), (for example, 22 PR), is an index which can identify the maximum. rated
static load that can be applied to the tyre when it is inﬂated to a specified pressure and is used in
specified conditions of operation.



The Load Rating (LR) is the maximum static working load that is permitted.

7.5 Technical Standard Order marking (TSO)


Technical Standard Order (TSO-C62), European
Approvals



These are specifications of the FAA and EASA for the minimum qualification tests of aircraft
tyres excluding tailwheel tyres.

Technical Standard Order (ETSO-C62)

7.6 Serial Number


Each Dunlop tyre has a different serial number which includes the date of manufacture. For
example, in the serial number 13001123:



13 is the year of manufacture.



001 is the day of manufacture.



123 identifies the tyre.

7.7 Association of European Airlines Code (AEA)


For the AEA, it is necessary to show an AEA code. This code identifies the number of casing plies
(carcass and breaker plies) and the modification status of the tyre design. For example, in the AEA
code N018-2A:



N018 is the number of carcass plies.



-2 is the number of breaker plies.



A is the tread modification number.
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7.8 Dunlop Part Number


Dunlop part numbers are string of digit numbers with a prefix of 2 or 3 alpha characters. If used,
the suffix T indicates that a tyre is tubeless. For example, a Dunlop part number could be shown as
DR15348T.



The prefix of 2 or 3 alpha characters is used to indicate specified characteristics of a tyre as
follows:



DR – indicates a bias tyre with a rib tread.



DRR indicates a tyre with fabric in the tread giving more strength (the second R indicates
Reinforced).



DZ indicates a radial-ply tyre.



DA indicates an anti-shimming tyre or a twin-contact tyre.



DB indicates a tyre with a serrated rib.



The prefix DT is used for the part number of an inner tube.

7.9 Military Tyre Markings


Tyres for military aircraft have special markings related to the military specification. These
markings could include a stores reference number (for example a NATO Stock Number (NSN)).

7.10 Vent Hole Marking


Vent holes are small holes (awl holes) made in the lower sidewall of the tyre and above the wheel
flange area.



On a tubeless tyre, green litho ink or paint is used to indicate the positions of the vent holes. The
depth of the hole only to the middle section of the casing.



The holes allow the release of the small quantity of inflation gas which can diffuse through the
inner liner. Without the vent holes, the diffused gas could cause ply or tread separation.



On tyres for which an inner tube is necessary, grey or silver litho ink or paint is used to indicate
the positions of the vent holes. These vent holes are fully through the tyre casing and allow the
release of diffused inflation gas caught between the tube and the inner wall of the tyre. The holes
also allow for the release of air trapped in the casing during tyre manufacture.
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7.11 Balance Point Marking


The balance mark on a tyre is a red spot or a red triangle which identifies the 'light' point.



When you install a tubeless tyre, use the applicable instructions in the wheel manufacturer's CMM.
If there are no maintenance instructions for the wheel, (or no other special instructions), align the
red balance mark on the tyre with the inflation valve on the wheel.



In the event a red dot is missing the S/N can be aligned with the servicing valve as a point of
reference. This would apply only for main tires. Nose tires must have a red dot in order to install
on a wheel.



The balance mark for an inner tube is a red stripe which identiﬁes the 'heavy' point. This is usually
adjacent to the valve stem of the tube. When you install an inner tube, align the balance marks of
the tube and the tyre. If an inner tube has no balance mark, align the valve stem of the inner tube
with the balance mark on the tyre.

7.12 Retread Markings


Dunlop retreaded tyres has a number of markings added in a retread pane on the sidewall. The
markings could include (Fig 3):



The identity of the airline.



The date of the retread.



The retread stage.



The AEA tread identification code and the mould skid depth.



For example, retread markings could include:



CRANSHAW AIR, (Airline Name)



DR11657T, 1, 24PR, (Part Number; Drawing Revision Status; Ply Rating).



S/N 11236150, (Serial Number).



F2A, DR2, 11/11, P1, (Retread Process; Number of Retreads; Date of Retread; Plant Number).



Load Rating, 21525 lbs, (Maximum Load Rating).



.28 Skid, 235 mph, (Tread Groove Depth; Maximum Speed Rating).



TSOC26D, ETSOC26D, (FAA Qualification; EASA Qualification).
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Figure 3
Retread Tyre Marking Plate



More information on a retreaded tyre is shown on the tread buttress. For example, this could
include the tyre size, retreading plant, and the AEA code.
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8 TYRE CONSTRUCTION
8.1 Introduction


Fig. 5 shows a cross-ply (bias) tyre. Fig. 6 shows the different construction of a radial-ply tyre
Almost all of the tyre construction information is applicable to the two types of tyre. Unless stated
otherwise.

8.2 Tread


The tread is a special rubber compound which is resistant to abrasive wear, cutting, chunking and
heat. Around its circumference the tread has moulded grooves which help to remove water
between the tread and the runway during wet.

8.3 Inter-Tread Fabric (ITF)


An aircraft tyre can include Inter-Tread Fabric (ITF) also known as tread reinforcement layers or
protector ply. This is one or more layers of nylon fabric between the casing plies and the base of
the tread. The ITF serves two main purposes; protects the tyre casing (carcass) from damage and
keeps the tread stable and free from distortion during high speeds when there is increased
centrifugal force. For tyres which can be retreaded, the ITF can be used as a wear indicator.



For special high speed applications, the ITF can be moulded into the rubber of the tread. As the
tyre wears, the ITF is seen in the tread pattern

8.4 Casing


The primary strength of a tyre is in the casing plies. A casing ply is a layer of high modulus cord
which is coated with rubber compound to make a fabric. The fabric is assembled in layers, (the
casing plies), held together with layers of rubber compound.



For bias (cross-ply) aircraft tyres, the casing plies are installed around the bead coils to make the
sidewalls of the tyre. This gives the bias tyre its strength. Adjacent layers of casing ply are put at
opposite bias angles. The strength and load capacity of the tyre is related to the number of plies
and bias angles.



In a tyre for a military application, the casing cord could be a red colour for easy visibility and
indication of wear.



Certain tyres may also include Chafer Plies, which are a non-structural component installed in the
bead/sidewall area of the tyre. See 8.5 below
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8.5 Chafers


The bead chafer is a layer of fabric which is incorporated during the construction of a new tire
in the area where the tire interfaces with the wheel rim. Its purpose is to protect the tire casing
from damage caused by chafing against the wheel and to absorb brake heat which is conducted
by the rims.



This chafer fabric is not body ply or casing cord. Chafer fabric does not contribute to the
structural strength of the tire casing.



During service the rubber compound may be worn away by chafing between the top of the
wheel flange and the lower sidewall of the deflected tire affecting tires.



When tires are subsequently retreaded and made serviceable the fabric may remain exposed due
to the fact that the bead of a tire is considered a non-repairable surface whereas new rubber
cannot be applied and cured during the moulding process.



This area of the tire is not part of the pressure seal and it does not contribute to the interference
fit which ensures that the tire does not slip on the wheel."


Tires with exposed bead chafer fabric are serviceable provided they meet all other
criteria within the AMM and this manual. If doubt exists please contact Dunlop



Pulled up chafer fabric as shown in Fig.4 should be considered a serviceable
condition.

Fig4
Typical Evidence of Chafer Fabric
(Tyre pictured is serviceable)
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If any concerns exist please contact Dunlop for confirmation of the serviceability of any tyres
showing chord in the bead/chafer area.

8.6 Breakers


A breaker is an added layer of fabric which gives more strength. The breaker layers are laid
directly on the top casing ply across the width of the tread. They are a part of the tyre casing, and
are not removed when the tyre is retreaded.

8.7 Beads


The tyre beads hold the tyre on its wheel. The beads are made of high tensile wire strands. Each
wire strand is coated with rubber compound and is spiral-wound into a coil of the speciﬁed
diameter for the tyre. A rubber component known as the apex is applied to the top of the bead coil
to make the bead assembly.



The bead ﬁller is a fabric component which helps to hold the bead coil assembly together. The
bead ﬁller also gives more strength to the bead assembly and more stiffness to the area of the tyre
which is compressed with a high load against the wheel rim.

8.8 Sidewall


The sidewall is a layer of special rubber made with anti-oxidants. This rubber layer provides
protection against weathering to the casing plies and is resistant to contamination, cuts and flexing.

8.9 Inner Liner


The inner liner is a layer of special rubber compound around the inner face of a tubeless tyre. The
inner liner is attached to the ﬁrst casing ply (between one bead toe and the other) and is a seal
which prevents leakage of inflation gas and moisture into the tyre casing.

8.10 Chined Tyres


Some types of nose wheel tyres include one (or two) chines moulded into the rubber at one of (or
each of) the shoulder buttresses. A chine is a rubber extension, (around the tyre circumference),
that deflects water away from rear fuselage mounted engines during aircraft movement on a wet
runway.
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8.11 Breaker Package (Radial-Ply Tyres)


The breaker package, (also known as the belt plies), is a number of plies, made of nylon, aramid or
hybrid materials attached below the tread of a radial-ply tyre. The breaker package gives stiffness
in the tread area and helps to keep the circumference constant as the tyre expands when it is
inﬂated.

8.12 Casing (Radial-Ply Tyres)


The casing of a radial-ply tyre is not the same as that in a bias (cross-ply) tyre. A ply of casing
fabric for a radial-ply tyre is made of rubber coated cords as usual. But in a radial-ply tyre, the
plies are laid so that the cord direction is from bead to bead (at approximately 90 degrees).

Undertread

Tread
groove

Casing plies
Tread

Sidewall

Beads
Inner liner

Casing ply
turn-ups

Bead toe
Bead heel

Bias (Cross-Ply) Tyre
Figure 5
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Breaker overlay

Tread
groove

Belt Plies

Tread

Casing Plies
Sidewall

Bead

Casing Ply
Apex strip turn-ups
Inner liner

Bead toe
Bead heel

Radial-Ply Tyre
Figure 6
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9 RETREAD TYRES
9.1 General


This section has information on retread aircraft tyres.



The term retreading refers to the method of replacing a worn tyre to operational condition by
renewing the tread rubber.



During the retread process, the old tread and Inter Tread Fabric is removed and replaced with new
materials. The tread rubber extends beyond the shoulder of the tyre by several inches. Due to the
process, a buffed or roughened surface will be visible where the old rubber was removed and the
new products join the sidewall. Refer to Fig. 7.



Cross retreading – cross retreading is where one manufacturer retreads the tyre casings of another
tyre manufactures. This practice is based on agreement with the customer and any manufacturers
restrictions.



The practice of cross retreading tyres currently only applies to bias casings.



Cross retreading of civil radial aircraft tyres is not currently permitted between tyre manufactures
and can only be carried out by the original tyre manufacturer.

Normal appearance of a retread tyre
Figure 7
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10 INSPECTION CHECK OF MOUNTED TYRES
10.1 General


This section gives the additional guidance for the inspection and checks of tyres and inner tubes
installed on aircraft. Use these instructions only if no other instructions are contained in the AMM
or in an Airworthiness Notice/Directive.



The instructions in this section gives guidance to make sure that:



Tyres are safe for flight.



Unserviceable tyres with wear or damage more than the acceptable limits are replaced.



Worn tyres are removed correctly at the correct time to enable them to be retreaded.



NOTE: If a tyre has been mounted but unused, it is permissible to re-install the tyre without
returning the tyre to Dunlop for re-certification, providing the tyre meets the standards used
when installing unused tyres..
WARNINGS:

(1) BE CAREFUL AT ALL TIMES WITH AIRCRAFT TYRES INFLATED TO HIGH
PRESSURES. TYRES INFLATED TO HIGH PRESSURES CAN BE DANGEROUS.
(2) USE THE CORRECT HANDLING EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS FOR THE TYRES.
MAKE SURE THAT EQUIPMENT IS CALIBRATED ACCURATELY AND
REGULARLY.
(3) ALWAYS USE THE CORRECT EYE PROTECTION WHEN YOU INFLATE OR
DEFLATE TYRES.
(4) DO NOT INFLATE TYRES DIRECTLY FROM A HIGH PRESSURE BOTTLE.
ALWAYS MAKE SURE THAT A PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE IS USED TO
DECREASE PRESSURE INITIALLY, AND THAT A PRESSURE REGULATOR VALVE
IS USED TO CONTROL PRESSURE.

10.2 Inflation Pressure Checks


Dunlop Aircraft Tyres recommend that operators measure tyre pressures, at least every 24 hours,
or before the first flight of the day.



Dunlop recommends using a gauge with a tolerance of ±0.25% of its full scale.



For optimum performance tyres on aircraft should be kept at the maximum operational pressure.
Any increase or decrease in pressure from the speciﬁed specified inflation pressure can cause
deterioration of a tyre, and have an effect on the life and safety of the tyre*



The usual diffusion of gas through the inner liner of a tyre decreases the tyre pressure. A pressure
decrease of 5% of the operational pressure in 24 hours can be accepted.



Do not use tyre deflection/appearance to measure tyre pressure. It is imperative that calibrated
pressure gauge is used to perform the tyre pressure checks at all times.
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Tyre deflection increases the pressure in a tyre. A tyre with which is supporting the aircraft weight
has a pressure which is 4% higher (1 .04 x higher) than a tyre which is not supporting the aircraft
weight.



A strut with two wheels could be under inflated (have a pressure which is too low). But its
deflection will look the same as the other tyre which has the correct pressure. This is because the
tyre with the correct pressure has an increased load.



Under inﬂated tyres have an increased sidewall deflection when used in operations, and becomes
hotter during ground movement. An increase of heat in the carcass can cause premature shoulder
wear, separation of the plies, tread separation and increase the risk of premature failure of the tyre



An over inﬂated tyre wears more quickly on the crown of the tread and can be damaged more
easily by impacts, FOD etc.

10.3 Pressure Checks at Ambient Temperature


For a best and consistent results measure tyre pressures (and adjust tyre pressures) while the tyres
are at ambient temperature.



After an aircraft landing, let the tyres cool to ambient temperature for approximately three hours,
subject to construction. Then you can measure the tyre pressures correctly.
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10.4 Pressure Maintenance of Hot Tyres


WARNING: DO NOT DECREASE THE PRESSURES OF HOT TYRES, BECAUSE AT
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, THEIR PRESSURES WILL BE LESS THAN THE
CORRECT OPERATIONAL PRESSURE.



Movement of the aircraft on the ground causes heat in the tyres. Also, tyres will receive heat
transmitted through the wheel from hot brakes, or from the aircraft structure. The tyres on an
aircraft can be at different temperatures related to the different degrees of heat transmitted.



If possible let hot tyres become cool to ambient temperature before you do a check of tyre
pressures.



NOTE: The time necessary for a tyre to become cool at ambient temperature can be up to
three hours after a landing (and is related to the tyre size).



In special operational conditions, it could be necessary to do a tyre pressure check while the tyres
are hot. If there is no published guidance within the AMM, Dunlop suggest the below procedure as
guidance:



NOTE: You can use a temperature compensated pressure gauge to do pressure checks of
hot tyres. The subsequent instructions (a), (b) and (c) are not then necessary.



For an undercarriage leg with one wheel, the tyre pressure should be at or potentially more than
the speciﬁed operational pressure.



For an undercarriage with two wheels, with the two tyres at approximately the same temperature,
the pressures must be equal. If not, inflate the tyre with the lowest pressure so that its pressure is
the same as that of the tyre with the highest pressure. Record the pressures of the tyres before and
after the pressure check, and the ambient temperature in the Service Logbook. If at the subsequent
pressure check, the pressure is lower in the tyre which you inflated, replace the tyre if the pressure
decrease is more than the speciﬁed limits given in Table 1.
The pressures of tyres on a strut with a multi-bogie landing gear must be in the limits of +/- 5% of
the highest pressure (if all the tyres are at approximately the same temperature). Inflate a tyre
which has a pressure which is too low until its pressure is in the correct limits. In the Service
Logbook, record the inﬂation pressures of the tyres before and after the pressure check, and the
ambient temperature. If at the subsequent check, the pressure is lower in the tyre which you
inﬂated, replace the tyre if the pressure decrease is more than specified limits given in Table 1
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From 95% to 90%

TYRE STATUS

MAINTENANCE

Under inflated. Pressure has
decreased accidentally to
limits which are less than
those permitted for pressure
decrease each day.

1. Increase the pressure to the maximum
of the operational pressure range.

2. Record the tyre status and the
pressure adjustments in the Service
Logbook

3. Do a pressure check after 24 hours. If
the pressure has decreased more that 5%,
remove the wheel assembly from the
aircraft and investigate the cause.

From 90% to 80%

Under inflated. Pressure has
decreased to limits which
are less than those
permitted for accidental
pressure decrease.

1. Remove the wheel from the aircraft.

2. Inflate the tyre to the specified
operating pressure.

3. Do a pressure check after 24 hours. If
the pressure has decreased more that 5%,
investigate the cause.

4. If you cannot find and rectify the
cause of the pressure decrease, replace
the tyre. Send the removed tyre for more
checks and repair if necessary.

From 80% to 0%
(see Note below)

Flat tyre. Pressure has
decreased too quickly.

Remove the wheel assembly and, if
applicable, remove the wheel assembly
on the same strut.

Replace the tyre(s).
NOTE: You could ﬁnd that one or more of the fuse plugs are blown in a wheel. If a wheel fuse plug
has blown and the aircraft has moved on the ground, the tyre (and the tyre(s) for the wheel(s)
on the same strut) will be permanently damaged. Replace the tyre(s). If a wheel fuse plug has
blown and the aircraft has not moved on the ground, the tyre(s) could be serviceable.

Table 2 Recommended Tyre Pressure Maintenance
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10.5 Pressure Maintenance with Changes of Ambient
Temperature


An increase in ambient temperature of 3 deg. C causes an increase of 1% in tyre pressure.



A decrease in ambient temperature of 3 deg. C causes a decrease of 1% in tyre pressure.



If the change in ambient temperature is more than 25 deg. C, (as can occur for ﬂights between
different climates), you must inflate the tyre to the correct pressure before the start of the ﬂight.



For a flight from a cold to a hot climate, inflate the tyre to its usual operational pressure in the cold
climate before a take-off. For an ambient temperature increase of 35 deg. C (for example), the
calculated pressure increase is 35 ÷ 3 = 11.6%. ln the hot climate, the increased pressure will be
safe for a landing and a take-off.



For a ﬂight from a hot climate to a cold climate you must increase the tyre pressure in the hot
climate (to a calculated value) before a take-off. For an ambient temperature decrease of 35 deg. C
(for example), the calculated pressure decrease is 35 ÷ 3 = 11.6%. Thus an increase in tyre
pressure of 11.6% is necessary in the hot climate before a take-of. The decreased pressure in the
cold climate will then be safe for a landing and take-off.



The chart below shows the effect of the traction wave on the tyre as the footprint leaves the
moment of inertia.



The higher the deflection the greater the traction wave.
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10.6 Natural Tyre Cooling


The chart shows the typical cooling cycle of an aircraft that has just landed. The temperature
remains high for a period of roughly five minutes and this reduces rapidly.

Natural Tyre Cooling
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Natural Tyre Cooling
Figure 8

11 TYRE INSPECTION (WEAR / DAMAGE LIMITS AND
TYRE FAILURES)
11.1 Introduction
WARNING: ALWAYS APPROACH TYRES AT A 45° ANGLE FROM THE TREAD TO MINIMISE
THE RISK OF INJURY IF THE TYRE BURSTS.


You must examine tyres installed on an aircraft regularly for damage and failures as a part of
routine maintenance. Replace a tyre which has a failure, or is damaged more than the limits
speciﬁed in the AMM/this manual.



You must examine tyres installed on an aircraft regularly for wear as a part of routine
maintenance. Replace a tyre which is worn more than the limits speciﬁed in AMM/this manual
tyre which is worn less than the limits speciﬁed is serviceable (unless damage to the tyre is more
than specified limits given in AMM/this manual.
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11.2 Retreadable Tyre


Replace a retreadable tyre when it is worn to these limits:



The first time the wear (where the wear occurs most quickly), is down to the bottom of a groove
and greater than “X" (maybe 1/8) the tread circumference, or



The ﬁrst time the fabric can be seen at a point on the tread circumference although the remaining
tread is satisfactory.



NOTE:



1. Usually a tyre is not retreaded if it is worn more than the above limits.



2. Tyres having reached the above limits on aircraft away from a maintenance base can
perform up to an additional five cycles to return to base. Tyres in such a case may not be
able to be retreaded.



In wet conditions, the ﬁrst time the wear, (where the wear occurs most quickly), is down to 2mm,
(0.080 in), of the bottom of a groove at a point on the tread circumference, (refer to CAP 562 –
Book 2, Leaflet 32-30).

11.3 Non-Retreadable Tyre


Remove and discard a non-retreadable tyre if it is worn to these limits:



For a bias (cross-ply) tyre, the ﬁrst time the casing ply can be seen (at the location where the wear
occurs most quickly).



For a radial-ply tyre, the first time the nylon belt can be seen (at the location where the wear
occurs most quickly).
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11.4 Tyre with Nylon Fabric Included


In some types of high speed tyre, the tread can include Nylon fabric to give more strength. This
fabric shows in the tread pattern as the tyre wears during the life of the tread.



Replace a tyre with nylon fabric included when it is worn as speciﬁed in AMM/this manual.

11.5 Twin-contact Tyre


Replace a twin-contact tyre the first time the centre of the crown shows signs (roughness or marks)
that it has touched the ground.

11.6 Chevron Cutting (Ref. Fig. 9)


Chevron cutting can occur when there is wheel spin-up during a landing on a runway which has
cross groove cuts. Replace a tyre with chevron cutting if:



You can see more than 7 cm2 (1.0 in.2) of fabric, or



The area of the chevron cutting is more than the tread footprint, or



The chevron cutting extends below a tread rib.

Chevron Cutting
Figure 9
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11.7 Tread Chunking (Ref. Fig. 10)


A tight aircraft turn, or an aircraft turning when taxied quickly, or operation on rough runways can
cause tread chunking. Replace a tyre with tread chunking if:



You can see more than 7 cm2 (1 .0 in.2) of tread chunking on a tread rib, or



You can see more than 7 cm2 (1 .0 in.2) of fabric, or



The tread chunking extends below a tread rib.

Tread Chunking
Figure 10
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11.8 Cut Damage (Ref. Fig. 11)


WARNING: IMMEDIATELY REPLACE A TYRE WHICH HAS CUTS MORE THAN
THE LIMITS SPECIFIED BELOW. CUTS CAN CAUSE THE SEPARATION OF A
TREAD RIB.



NOTE: Most high speed tyres have nylon fabric reinforcement in the ribs of the tread. You
will see this fabric as the tread wears. Cuts in this fabric are not necessarily a cause for tyre
replacement (unless the cuts are more than the limits speciﬁed below). If in Doubt contact
Dunlop for guidance.



Debris on the runway can cause cuts to the tread and the sidewall of a tyre. Replace a tyre with
cuts if:



The cuts are into the casing plies, or



The cuts have a depth in the tread of 50 % or more of the tread depth at that time, or



The cuts extend across more than 35 mm (1.4 in.) or 50 % of a tread rib, or



You can see the cords, for example when you open the cut



Before retreading, it is possible to repair some tyres with small cuts in the casing plies. Send a tyre
that has small cuts in the casing plies to the supplier for inspection and possible repair.



The guidance above is applicable to tyres of both Radial and Bias construction

Cut Damage
Figure 11
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11.9 Dry Braking Flats (Ref. Fig. 12)


Locked (or almost locked) wheels during a landing on a dry runway can cause a dry braking flat
spot on a tyre. This is a flat scuffed surface on a part of the tread.



Replace the tyre that has a dry braking flat spot if the wear is more than the specified wear limits
given in this manual or the AMM.



Replace the tyre if the dry braking flat spot causes out-of-balance or shimmy movements of its
wheel.

Dry Braking Flats
Figure 12
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11.10

Wet Braking Flats (Ref. Fig. 13)



Hydroplaning during a landing on a wet runway can cause a wet braking flat spot on a tyre. This
has a surface that looks almost the same as melted rubber.



Replace a tyre that has a wet braking flat spot if the wear is more than the specified wear limits
given in this manual or the AMM.



Replace the tyre if the wet braking flat spot causes out-of-balance or shimmy movements of its
wheel.

Wet Braking Flats
Figure 13
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11.11

Bulges (Tyre Failure) (Ref. Fig. 14)



A bulge in the tread or sidewall can occur if there is a separation of tyre components (for example,
because the tyre was too hot). A tyre bulge could occur if an aircraft is taxied quickly over a long
distance.



WARNING: IMMEDIATELY REPLACE A TYRE WHICH SHOWS A BULGE. A TYRE
WHICH SHOWS A BULGE IN THE TREAD OR SIDEWALL COULD HAVE CASING
SEPARATION.



Immediately identify the position of the bulge with a crayon mark and replace the tyre.



Send the tyre to the supplier for inspection.

Bulge
Figure 14
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11.12

Shoulder Wear (Ref. Fig. 15)



Wear more than the specified limit on a shoulder of the tyre is usually related to operation with low
tyre pressures. Low tyre pressures cause more deflection of the tyre sidewalls. Also, the increased
deﬂection causes more heat in the tyre, the result of which could be component separation and
possibly a tyre burst.



Certain aircraft, as a result of the design of the landing gear, have a tendency to have increased wear in
the shoulder area.



Due to the construction 'H' section, tyres are susceptible to showing advanced wear in the shoulder
area.



Replace a tyre with shoulder wear if:



It is found to be underinflated - the pressure has decreased to limits less than those permitted each day
as given in Table 2, or



The tyre wear is more than the speciﬁed wear limits given in this manual or the AMM.

NOTE: TYRES FOUND WITH INFLATION PRESSURE LESS THAN 80% OF THE SPECIFIED
IN AMM MUST BE REMOVED AND DISCARDED ALONG WITH A COMPANION TYRE
FITTED ON THE SAME AXLE.

Shoulder Wear
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Figure 15

11.13

Burst (Tyre Failure) (Ref. Fig. 16)



The causes of a tyre burst could be:



Debris on the runway.



Operation with low tyre pressures or the aircraft is taxied quickly for a long time. These operations
can cause impact concussion or increase the rate of fatigue in the carcass.



A tyre burst increases the load on the other tyre(s) on the same strut. The carcass(es) of the tyre(s)
which receive the added load could be damaged. The burst tyre and its related tyre on the same axle
must be removed and discarded if the aircraft has moved on the ground with a burst tyre.

Burst (Tyre Failure)
Figure 16
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11.14

Lateral Scoring (Ref Fig 17)



Lateral scoring can be caused by various sources:



landing in a high crosswind



Tight turns, in particular during towing/push-back operations.

 With lateral scoring damage, adjacent tears can also occur in the interface between the tread and the

casing. Subsequently, the tears can be lead to the separation of tyre components.


Replace a tyre if the scoring has related tread chunking more than the speciﬁed limits as given in this
manual or the AMM. or cuts below a rib.

Lateral Scoring

11.15

Figure 27Sidewall Cracking (Ref. Fig. 18)



Large tyre deflection, or weathering, can cause cracks in the sidewall of a tyre.



Sidewall cracks can also occur in a tyre that is kept in unsatisfactory storage conditions.
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Sidewall Cracking
Figure 18
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11.16

Tread Groove Cracking (Ref. Fig. 19)



Tread groove cracking is related to high stresses in the tyre. For example, high stresses are caused
during aircraft movements with the tyre under-inflated (pressure too low). Contamination (fuel or
grease on the tyre) can also cause tread groove cracking. The cracks may extend the full
circumference of the tire.



Replace a tyre with tread groove cracking if:



You can see fabric cords through the cracking, or



The groove cracking extends to undercuts below a tread rib.

Tread Groove Cracking
Figure 19
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11.17

High Brake Heat (Ref. Fig. 20)



Heat from the brakes can be transmitted through the wheel to the bead areas of the tyre. A high
braking force can increase the heat transmitted which then causes damage to the tyre.



Examine the tyre in the area adjacent to the wheel rim for signs of heat damage. Replace the tyre
if:



There are blisters on the bead rubber, or



There are large blue or brittle areas of bead rubber, or



The rubber in the bead area has melted.

High Brake Heat
Figure 20
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11.18

Open Tread Joint (Ref. Fig. 21)



Replace a tyre with an open tread joint or splice, refer to the witness mark shown on Fig. 21 if:



The open tread splice is more than 3 mm (0.12 in.) at the tread surface (at a point around the
circumference of the tyre, or



The depth of an open splice is more than 1 mm (0.04 in.) at a point on the tread.

Open Tread Joint
Figure 21
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11.19


Tread Rib Strip (Ref. Fig. 22)

Tread rib strip can be caused by cuts to the tread that undermine the tread rib. The cut continues to
tear until centrifugal force throws the rib from the casing.

Tread Rib Strip
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Figure 22

11.20
23)


Lateral Scuffing, High Speed or Pivot Turns (Ref Fig

Lateral Scuffing is caused when aircraft conduct at high speed turns, or pivot turns. The tyre can
remain in service.

Lateral Scuffing
Figure 23

11.21

Rejected Take-Off



Procedure After a Rejected Take-Off



There are different levels of Rejected Take-Off (RTO) related to aircraft speeds, loads and
distances. For some levels of RTO, the aircraft tyres can become unserviceable. For other levels of
RTO, it is not necessary to replace the tyres.



Replace the tyres after an RTO if:



The aircraft speed during the RTO was more than its usual landing speed, and



The braking energies used were usually high.



The fuse plugs in the wheel were blown.



Send tyres removed after an RTO for inspection and repair.
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After an RTO for which the tyres stay serviceable, it is recommended that you let the tyres become
cool for a minimum of 30 minutes and then continue the usual aircraft operations.

11.22

Flat Spots



If an aircraft does not move for a time, its tyres can get temporary ﬂat spots as the tyre fabric sets.
The effect can be worse during cold weather. Flat spots are usually removed when the aircraft is
taxied.



If the aircraft is to be kept in a store for a long time, you must be careful to prevent ﬂat spots on
the tyres. Lift the aircraft with jacks so that the wheels are off the ground. Or move the aircraft
regularly.



Replace tyres with flat spots if they cause too much aircraft vibration. Send the removed tyres for
inspection and repair.

11.23

Vibration and Balance

NOTE: There are a number of factors of the tyre, wheel, and landing gear assembly which
contribute to aircraft vibration. A systematic approach should be taken to isolate the cause.
Vibration can be caused by things such as







Wear/Damage in bearings wrongly tightened or worn loose bolts in the torque links and shimmy
damper
Incorrect assembly of components
Tyre light spot incorrectly positioned
Wheel assembly not in balance, misassembled
Incorrect tyre balance.
Unequal pressure in the tyres

NOTE: Some aircraft may be more sensitive to vibration than others and may require that tyre
wheel assemblies be balanced as a unit.


Check the wheel for damage.



Check the wheel for correct assembly. Incorrect assembly could cause the wheel assembly to be
out of balance.



Check that the red balance spot or red triangle on the lower sidewall of the tyre is aligned with the
wheel valve or heavy spot on the wheel assembly. (Refer to the AMM).



Check for a loose wheel bearing caused by an incorrectly torqued axle nut.



Check for worn or loose components on the landing gear, especially loose/worn torque links.



Check for worn hydraulic components, particularly steering control units.



Check for incorrect gear alignment. This would be evident by uneven tyre wear.



Check that the tyre has the proper inflation pressure by using a calibrated gauge. Follow the
Aircraft Maintenance Manual, (AMM), for the recommended pressure. If tyres are mounted in
dual or twin configuration then check the pressure in both tyres.



Inspect the tyre for flat-spotting, out of round, bulges, or other damage. If found, remove the
tyre(s) from service.
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Verify that tyres have been properly installed and that the tyre was allowed to stretch 12 hours at
normal operating pressure.

 Check that the beads of the tyre are correctly seated. The decorative mould line on the lower

sidewall of the tyre should be equidistant from the top of the wheel flange concentrically around
the tyre. If the distance is not equal around the tyre then remove the tyre/wheel assembly from the
aircraft for further examination.


If vibration is unacceptable for aircraft operation and the tyre is suspected, then remove the tyre
from service. When dual tyres are in nose positions, then both tyres should be removed unless the
vibration can be identified to a specific tyre.



If operationally, there is insufficient time to change nose tyres, then a temporary fix may be to jack
the nose of the aircraft and rotate one tyre 180 degrees and then lower the aircraft. This may offset
imbalance sufficiently to allow flight operations to continue.



If the tyre has an Inner Tube fitted, then check for trapped air between the tyre and tube.



During taxiing, any trapped air will normally work out from between the tube and tyre.



Check to ensure that the tube is not wrinkled due to incorrect mounting/inflation procedures.

11.24

Contamination



Contamination of tyres with hydraulic ﬂuid, fuel, oil or grease can cause deterioration of the
rubber.



Remove tyre contamination as quickly as possible. Use denatured alcohol or detergent and clean
water.



Examine the tyre for swelling, softness, delamination or cracking in the area affected. If found,
remove the tyre.
Table 2 Contamination
Contaminated Area

Exposure

Recommendation

Tread or Sidewall

Up to 12 hours

Wash as soon as possible (1)

Tread or Sidewall

12 to 48 hours

Wash, remove & send to Retreader for inspection /
possible repair (2)

Any Surface

Over 48 hours

Wash, remove & send to Retreader for inspection /
possible repair (2)

Any Fabric

Any Period

Wash, remove & send to Retreader for inspection /
possible repair (2)

Cleaning:
Clean thoroughly with denatured alcohol to remove the contaminant then wash with a soap (detergent) & water
solution
(1) Ensure that the contaminated rubber surface is not swelled. An easy check is to push your finger nail into the
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contaminated surface, and in case of swelling, the nail will leave a permanent imprint. In this case the tyre must be
returned to the Retreader for inspection / possible repair.
(2) If the subject tyre needs to be removed and sent to the Retreader for inspection, clearly identify the tyre by
marking with white chalk "Contaminated Tyre".
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11.25

Uneven Wear

o Geometry


The geometry of some aircraft is such that the tyres wear more on one side of the tread. A well
known example of this is shoulder wear phenomenon on the H section tyres.



Some tyres with this type of wear can be removed, turned around and installed again if the wear is
not more than the speciﬁed limits given in this manual or the AMM. If you are not sure about this
procedure, speak to a technical representative of the aircraft manufacturer or a technical
representative of DATL.
o Over Inflation/Under Inflation



An over inflated tyre can wear more in the centre of its tread. To prevent this type of wear, inﬂate
the tyre to its correct pressure as given in the AMM.



Under inflated tyres can experience increased shoulder wear along with potential "blueing"
o Asymmetrical Wear



Asymmetrical wear occurs more on one side of the tread than the other side and is more
generalised than scallop wear.



The cause of asymmetrical wear is when a tyre has been operated under prolonged yaw and/or
camber conditions.



In some occurrences, the reinforcing fabric may be visible in the shoulder area. Refer to Fig. 24.



Use the normal wear removal criteria.

Wear from Camber Angle
Figure 24
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Camber angle is a result of landing gear design and may be more apparent under certain load
conditions; wear as a result of camber angle may affect either inner or outer shoulders.



Negative camber



Positive camber = outside shoulder wear

= inside shoulder wear

Yaw Angle
Figure 25


A yaw angle is induced when the tyre does not roll in the direction of travel. Refer to Fig. 25.



Yaw angle can be produced through the axle flexing under aircraft load or during braking. Faster
wear will consistently be on the undercarriage leg side shoulder of the tyre despite the wheel
position. The tread may have a feathered appearance on the rib edges. This is called "Toe Wear."



Toe-out = wear is more rapid on the inside shoulder



Toe-in = wear is more rapid on the outside shoulder



NOTE: Yaw will have a more effect on wear than camber.



Taxiing with one engine shut down or high-speed cornering will induce a yaw angle.



If asymmetrical wear is found, then it is recommended that tyres are operated at the maximum
operating pressure (Refer to the AMM).



A tyre with asymmetrical wear that does not have exposed fabric can be removed and reversed on
the wheel to extend the wear life.



Apply normal wear removal criteria.
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11.26

Indicative Tyre Wear Profiles

o Typical wear patterns
The following figures show typical tyre wear patterns that might be encountered.
o Even Wear
The illustration shows even tread wear across the profile of the tyre.

Even Wear
Figure 26
o Wear below the tread grooves.

Wear below the tread grooves
Figure 27
o Stepped wear
The illustration shows stepped wear. This is more prevalent for certain tyres such as 'H Section'
tyres and can be made worse by under-inflation.

Stepped wear
Figure 28
o Shoulder wear
The illustration shows wear occurred towards one shoulder more than the other. This is normally
caused by a non-tyre issue such as un-even loading.
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Shoulder wear
Figure 29

11.27

Tyre Slippage on the Rim Tubeless Tyres



After installation of a new tyre on the rim, some cycles on the aircraft may be necessary before the
tyre reaches its final position. During this period of time, slippage of the tyre on the rim may be
observed (e.g. the red mark on the tyre is no longer aligned with the inflation valve or the wheel
heavy point if marked).



In service, tyre-to-wheel circumferential movement up to a maximum of 20 degrees per
installation is acceptable. Assemblies that move more than the limit should be disassembled and
evaluated for appropriate action with regard to the tyre and/or wheel. Circumferential movement
that affects the ability of the tyre to provide an air seal at the wheel is unacceptable.
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11.28

Checks for Loss of Pressure



NOTE: New tyres can expand for up to 12 hours after inflation. This decreases the internal
pressure. Also, for up to 24 hours after inﬂation, diffusion of gas through the inner liner into
the casing can occur. Subsequently, this diffusion decreases to a low constant level. The awl
vent holes in the lower sidewall of the tyre release the diffused gas to the atmosphere to
prevent tyre damage.



NOTE: Dunlop recommends allowing up to minimum of 12-hour for the casing stretch and
additional 12-hour for pressure duration check. During the initial 12-hour stretch period up to
10% of the internal pressure drop may be observed. This is normal.



Check pressure after a minimum of 12 hours after initial inflation with a calibrated pressure gauge.
If necessary, re-inflate the tyre as described in AMM to its specified operational pressure.



24 hours or more after inflation, measure the pressure. The assembly should not lose more than
5% of the initial inﬂation pressure. Should pressure loss exceed 5%, test the assembly by water
check to ﬁnd the cause of leakage. If the cause cannot be found, de-mount the tyre as given in the
AMM and re-mount on a different serviceable wheel. Inﬂate the tyre as given in AMM, check for
pressure loss as given above.



In an emergency situation, tyres that must be put into use without being inflated for a minimum of
12 hours should be inflated to 105% of the unloaded service pressure. The tyre/wheel assembly
and inflation valve should be sprayed with a soap solution and checked for abnormal leakage
(abnormal leakage occurs when the soap solution bubbles between the tyre and wheel or if a
constant stream of bubbles is produced at the tyre vents). If there is abnormal leakage, the
tyre/wheel assembly should be disassembled and reassembled in accordance with the CMM. lf,
there is no abnormal leakage, the tyre can be placed in-service, as long as tyre pressure is checked
before every flight within the following 48 hours and the tyre is re-inflated if necessary.



If pressure loss persists, check the wheel for correct assembly, if correctly assembled remove tyre
and return to DATL for investigation.
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11.29


Diffusion from Awl Vent Holes

Diffusion of gas from the awl vent holes (where there is green litho ink) is usual, and can occur at
all times. Gas bubbles from the awl vent holes are seen during leakage checks when you use a
water immersion tank or an applicable spray solution.

Awl Vent Holes
Figure 30

Bubbles from Awl Vent Holes
Figure 30


Do not reject a tyre only because there is a diffusion of gas from its awl vent holes if pressure loss
is below the specified limits. The quantity of diffused gas is different for each tyre.
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12 RECEIVING INSTRUCTIONS AND STORAGE
12.1 Introduction


Aircraft tyres can be damaged accidentally during transportation, when they are received or if they
are kept in unsatisfactory conditions in a store. To keep the tyres serviceable it is recommended
that the procedures in this section are followed.

12.2 Instructions to Receive Tyres


Examine the tyre for damage that could have occurred during transport.



Tyres with only small damage (for example, cuts, scufﬁng, scratches or cracks not down to the
cords) are serviceable.



For a tyre to be serviceable, the damage must be less than that speciﬁed in Section 10.



NOTE: If you are not sure about the serviceability of a tyre speak to a technical
representative of DATL.
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13 STORAGE
13.1 Storage Conditions


Keep tyres protected from high levels of oxygen, ozone and direct sunlight.



Keep tyres in a cool, dry and dark store.



Do not keep tyres where they will be in air currents. Air currents contain increased levels of
oxygen and ozone gas which can cause deterioration of rubber components.



Do not keep tyres near to electrical equipment (such as a generators, fluorescent lights, motors and
photocopiers), which could be a source of ozone gas. Ozone gas can cause deterioration of rubber
components.



It is advisable to keep the temperature of the store between 0 and 32 deg. C (32 and 90 deg. F).



Keep the tyres away from hot pipes and radiators.



Do not keep tyres directly in sunlight or strong ultra-violet light.



Keep tyres away from contamination, such as oil, grease, hydraulic fluid or other solvents
NOTE: Stacking tyres on their sidewall may result in distortion or reduction of the bead to
bead width causing problems in assembling and inflating the tyre on the wheel.

13.2 Storage Instructions Serviceable Tyres


Keep tyres stored on their treads and not on their sidewalls. This prevents distortion or reduction
of the bead to bead width. This will help prevent problems assembling the tyre onto the wheel.



NOTE: This is especially applicable to radial-ply tyres, which have more ﬂexible sidewalls
than bias tyres.

13.3 Stacking of tyres Horizontally


NOTE: The following guidance should only be used as a last resort and is applicable to
serviceable tyres and Un-serviceable tyres that are to be returned for retreading



Dunlop Aircraft Tyres Limited (DATL) advises that tyres may and only as a last resort be stored
horizontally on their sidewalls for a maximum period of 30 days providing that the
recommendation detailed below are followed.



The tyres can be stacked on their sidewalls as follows:
o Under and including 39" diameter bias tyres can be stacked 4 high maximum.
o Over and including 40" diameter bias tyres can be stacked 3 high maximum.
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o The order of the tyres is rotated every 30 days. E.g
o

Pre Rotataion (First 30 days)

o

Post Rotation

o

o

5 (Top Tyre)

1 (Top Tyre)
o

2

o

4

o

3

o

3

o

4

o

2

o

5

o

1

o Dunlop Radial tyres must not be stacked on their sidewalls.


There are a number of tyre sizes that must not be stored or transported on their sidewalls.
These sizes are specified in Table 3.

Table.3
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13.4 Storage Instructions Used Tyres
Tyres for Retreading


Tyres that are to be considered for retreading should be stored in the same manner as new tyres:


Tyres should be stored on tread to prevent deformation



Tyres should be stored in an area free of contaminants such as Oil, grease, fuel
etc.,



Tyres should be shielded as far as possible from direct sunlight and extremes of
environmental conditions.



Used tyres should be stored in areas free of ignition sources.



Tyres which are to be considered for retreading should be returned to the
designated retread facility at the earliest opportunity.

Tyres for Scrap


Tyres which are designated as scrap should be segregated from New stock and tyres awaiting
retreading.



Tyres awaiting scrap disposal shall be stored in accordance with all local environmental
guidelines and regulations.



Tyres disposed of directly by customers should be disposed of in accordance with all local
regulations and/or guidelines.



Tyres which are returned to Dunlop for disposal are disposed of in the most environmentally
considerate way.



If storing scrap tyres locally, operators/customers must take into consideration the potential fire
risk associated with large quantities of tyres and the difficulties faced in extinguishing a large
scale rubber fire.
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13.5 Storage of Tyres Installed on Wheel Assemblies


Decrease the pressure of an installed tyre which is to be kept in a store for more than 7 days, or if
the tyre and wheel assembly is to be transported. Decrease the pressure to 25% of the operational
pressure, or to a minimum of 2.75 bar (40 psi) if this is more than the 25% calculated pressure.



The above paragraph is the best practice for storage but tyres can be stored at service pressure for
up to 12 months if operations dictate.



Dunlop advises that tyres are marked with the storage pressure, using either chalk or crayon, to
prevent installation of incorrectly pressurised tyres.

13.6 Shelf Life


There is no shelf life for rubber tyres if it is to stay serviceable. The storage conditions must be as
detailed in Para 12 of this document.



Dunlop recommends that tyres are used on a first IN first OUT, (FIFO), basis. Find the dates when
the tyres were made (as specified in the tyre serial numbers given in section 7.6. (Serial Number)
to ensure that the newest tyre issued last.
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14 TUBES


Inner tubes size is specified the same size as the tyre it is designed to be installed with.



On tyres for which an inner tube is necessary, grey or silver litho ink or paint is used to indicate
the positions of the vent holes. These vent holes are fully through the tyre casing and allow the
release of diffused inflation gas caught between the tube and the inner wall of the tyre. The holes
also allow for the release of air trapped in the casing during tyre manufacture.



Installation of a Tubed Tyre



Before you install a tube, examine it for damage and contamination. Reject a tube that shows signs
of cracking, or splitting at the bottom of the valve stem, or creasing if uncertain of serviceability of
tubes please contact Dunlop.



WARNING: USE THE CORRECT SAFETY
INHALATION OF FRENCH CHALK OR TALC.



Apply French chalk or lubricating talc to the inner wall of the tyre. Shake the tyre to remove
unwanted chalk or talc.



Align the 'heavy' spot on the tube (if there is a red stripe on the tube). or the tube valve stem with
the 'light 'spot on the tyre (where there is a red triangle or spot).



Carefully put the tube in the tyre. Use your fingers to make the tube smooth so that it is not
creased or pinched. This will also make sure that air is not caught between the tube and the tyre.



Complete the assembly of the tyre to the wheel and install the bolts which hold the wheel half
hubs together as given in the CMM for the wheel.



Inflate and then deflate the tube and tyre to remove air from between the tube and tyre. This also
helps the tube to expand correctly so that it is not creased or pinched in the toe of the bead.

EQUIPMENT

TO

PREVENT

14.1 Instructions to Receive Tubes


Tubes it is best to keep a tube in the packaging in which it was supplied. Alternatively, inflate the
tube to a low pressure while the tube is in a tyre of the correct size. Keep tubes away from
contamination such as oil, grease, hydraulic ﬂuid or other solvents.



It is not necessary to examine a tube which is in packaging (unless the packaging is damaged). If
the packaging is damaged, examine the tube as given in INSPECTION CHECK Para. 14. (Tube
Inspection (Damage Limits).
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15 TUBE INSPECTION (DAMAGE LIMITS)
15.1 Tube Chafing (Related to Tyre Creep) (Ref. Fig. 31)


Creep (movement of the tyre in relation to the wheel) can cause chaﬁng of the tube against the toes
of the tyre, or it can cause damage to the valve.



Examine the creep marks painted on the tyre and wheel. If the creep is more than 25 mm (1.0in.),
replace the tube.

Tube Chafing
Figure 31
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15.2 Tube Creasing (Ref. Fig. 32)


Incorrect installation can cause creasing of a tube. Tube creasing can also occur when
pressure is decreased after a tube and tyre have been over inflated.



Replace a tube which shows signs of creasing.



The fuse plugs in the wheel were blown.

Tube Creasing
Figure 32
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15.3 Tube Cracking (Ref. Fig. 33)


To examine a tube for cracking, hold the rubber between your thumb and finger and apply
pressure. Replace a tube with cracking if the cracking is more than on the surface (the
cracking extends into the rubber of the tube).

Tube Cracking
Figure 33

15.4 Tube Markings
The markings on a Dunlop tube could include:
(a) A date code, (for example, JUN 99) or
(b)Year/month, day of the month, production number code.
(c) Manufacturer.
(d)Part Number.
(e) Issue Number.
(f) Stores ID Number.
(g)Other markings.
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